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(Unnumbered Senate Order of 1960)

Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council be directed to make a study
and investigation relative to the comparative advantages of electronic equip-
ment to facilitate legislative procedures, notably the preparation of manu-
scripts of acts and resolves, and to file the results of its statistical research
and fact-finding with the Clerk of the Senate not later than the last Wednes-
day of January, nineteen hundred and sixty-one.

Adopted
By the Senate, June 23, 1960
By the House, in concurrence, June 27, 1960
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

GENTLEMEN: The Legislative Research Council submits
herewith a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau
relative to electronic equipment to facilitate legislative procedures.
This report was required by an unnumbered Senate Order, sub-
stituted in part by the Senate for House, No. 3157, directing the
Council to study this subject.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by statute to “sta-
tistical research and fact-finding.” This report therefore contains
factual material only, without recommendation or legislative pro-
posals.

Respectfully submitted,

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE
RESEARCH COUNCIL

Sen. JOHN E. POWERS of Suffolk,
Chairman

Rep. JOHN T. TYNAN of Boston,
Vice Chairman

Sen. NEWLAND H. HOLMES
of Norfolk and Plymouth

Rep. JAMES A. KELLY, JR. of Oxford
Rep. FRANK S. GILES of Methuen
Rep. WALLACE B. CRAWFORD of Pittsfield

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council.

GENTLEMEN: An unnumbered Senate Order of June 23,
1960 directed the Legislative Research Council to make an investi-
gation and study relative to electronic equipment to facilitate leg-
islative procedures.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits such a report here-
with. Its scope and content have been determined by the statu-
tory provisions which limit Bureau output to factual reports with-
out recommendations or legislative proposals.

The preparation of this report was the primary responsibility
of Joseph S. Slavet who served as a consultant, with assistance
from Frank T. DeStefano, both of the Boston Municipal Research
Bureau.

Respectfully submitted,

HERMAN C. LOEFFLER,

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Director, Legislative Research Bureau
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In accord with the directive of the General Court, this report is
concerned with the use of electronic equipment to facilitate legis-
lative procedures. The document covers the use of such equip-
ment for roll calls, for bill production and reproduction, and for
recording, broadcasting and telecasting legislative proceedings.

The Legislative Research Council reported on electric roll call
systems four years ago (House, No. 2779 of 1957). Since then
there have been three bills filed without success in the General
Court calling for installation of electric roll call systems. In addi-
tion, two more such bills are currently pending at this 1961 session
(House, Nos. 547 and 2475).

Two new installations of electric roll call systems have recently
been made by the International Roll Call Corporation one in
Kentucky in 1959 and the other in Pennsylvania in 1960. These
installations have increased to 29 the total number of states now
using electric roll call systems in one or both branches of their
legislature.

The cost of installation, and of rental and maintenance of an elec-
tric roll call system in the single Massachusetts House by the In-
ternational Roll Call Corporation would be $60,000 for the first
year; thereafter rental and maintenance would be $12,000 an-
nually. In the Senate initial costs would be $50,000 and $5,000 a
year thereafter. This system may only be rented.

The other electric roll call system is that of the North American
Signal Company, Inc. The reply of this company, to Bureau re-
quests for financial data, stated that the data published in the
Council’s earlier report of 1957 continue wholly in effect. At that
time, purchase price of the system was stated to be approximately

SUMMARY OF REPORT

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO FACILITATE LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURES

ELECTRIC ROLL CALL SYSTEMS
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$65,000. If rented, the original cost of installation would be about
$19,000, and rentals would start at $4,000 per year.

Time saved by an electric roll call system, for the number of
roll calls during the 1960 session of the Legislature, would have
amounted to 68 hours (30 legislative days) in the House and 35
hours (16 legislative days) in the Senate. One point of view in-
sists that this time saving would result only in shorter daily ses-
sions of the two branches. The other point of view' urges that the
equivalent of this time saving can and should be obtained in legis-
lative days eliminated, through appropriate adjustment of the daily
legislative process.

APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES TO LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
In recent years legislative workloads have grown as they have

in other states, with the volume of bills and other documents placed
before the Massachusetts General Court nearly doubling since
1930. Along with this increasing workload, legislative printing
costs have also risen. Total printing costs of $311,834 in 1959 in
Massachusetts were 22.6% higher than in 1950.

Much of the handling of bills involves simple clerical procedure
in the offices of the Legislative Counsel, House and Senate Clerks,
and in the Engrossing Section of the Secretary of State’s office.
But workload problems arise in these offices either at the begin-
ning or end of the legislative session. The result has been the hir-
ing of extra help and the occurrence of delays in enacting bills.

Very little attention has been directed to mechanizing these rou-
tine clerical procedures and extending mechanization to printing
techniques. On this score a proposal was made for such mechani-
zation by the Illinois Bell Telephone Company in response to a re-
quest in 1958 by Hon. Warren L. Wood, the Speaker of the Elinois
House. The mechanization consisted of a method of typing and
processing bills and journals through the use of tape to be per-
forated, tape readers and teletypewriters. The proposal was not
adopted.

The telephone company proposal was designed to meet a bad
log jam as each prorogation approaches in Illinois and engrossment
typists struggle desperately to produce the letter perfect typed
product without a single erasure which is required before an
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enacted bill may be submitted to the Governor of Illinois for his
action. Typing log jams occur because typing errors become more
frequent as the pressure increases and typists become fatigued
and time after time they must restart afresh the typing of diffi-
cult pages of statutory text.

Instead, this Illinois proposal calls for the use of an electric
typewriter under the new system so that a tape is perforated as
typing proceeds. When an error occurs a new blank sheet must
be inserted in the typewriter, but then the perforated tape retypes
the text automatically and at great speed up to the point of error.
The tape is such that the perforation caused by the error can be
quickly expunged. Thereupon the typist takes over manual op-
eration of the typewriter until another error is made. Once again
rapid automatic typing is feasible past both the first and second
points of error.

Under the Illinois proposal the rolls of perforated tape, known
to be correct without any proofreading, were then to be used auto-
matically to set type on a linotype machine, either directly or by
use of a teletypewriter in the Clerk’s office connected electrically
with a distant printing plant.

According to the Dlinois Bell Telephone Company, typing errors
would be greatly reduced, bills could be prepared more rapidly by
the printer, duplicate typing would be eliminated, and manual typ-
ing for engrossing would be reduced 90%.

Adoption of such a system in Massachusetts would require ma-
chines in the offices of Legislative Counsel, House and Senate
Clerks, Secretary of State, and at the printers. Installation charges
are estimated at §2OO, rental charges thereafter are estimated at
$l,lOO per month.

Alternative possibilities for Massachusetts, and their costs, are
also discussed in the report. In particular, attention is given in this
report to Massachusetts possibilities of using pairs of “recorder”
and “reproducer” tape-perforating typewriter units available in
regular commercial practice. These units automatically align left
and right hand typing margins vertically, permit of immediate cor-
rections of typing errors, and produce typewritten copy at over 100
words per minute.

The proposed typewriter procedure for Massachusetts would fol-
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low in general that contained in the above Illinois proposal. How-
ever, in place of inserting a new blank sheet whenever a typing
error has been made, this alternative proposal would use a socalled
“recorder” unit to produce a perfect perforated tape from the
initial typing of each page of text. Then a “reproducer” unit would
use the resultant tape to type full pages of exact text automatically,
with “justified” vertical margins at both left and right.

Among other special uses, this tape can be attached to special
linotype machines to produce the type from which can be printed
(a) initial legislative proposals, (b) intermediate versions thereof,
and (c) their final text as part of the present annual volumes of
Acts and Resolves. If such volumes are prepared by the “offset”
multilith process in the future at much less cost, the tape would
serve perfectly to prepare the socalled masters from which indi-
vidual pages are struck off.

The cost of rental and installation of the above system is esti-
mated at $1,600 per month. Costs of outright purchase of the
same equipment would be about $53,000.

In most states the record of how and why the legislature reaches
its decisions is quite fragmentary. The difficulties and expense of
complete legislative records have usually kept official recording by
legislatures to the bare minimum. Despite the applications which
are now possible with sound-recording devices, state experience is
still very limited in the official recording of legislative chamber de-
bate and of committee proceedings.

Several states make only sound-recorded reports of legislative
floor proceedings, including debates. In several others this is done
only in part.

Sound recording is being used in a growing number of states by
legislative committees or interim commissions to preserve records
of testimony. In a few states regular sound-recording of commit-
tee hearings is limited to certain committees, particularly the ap-
propriations, ways and means, and other committees which have
heavy workloads.

The cost of installing tape equipment to record floor proceedings
in the Massachusetts House and Senate is quite difficult to estimate.

SOUND-RECORDING OF LEGISLATIVE PROCEEDINGS
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A radio engineer estimates that five professional-type recorders
would be needed to cover the proceedings in both branches. These
recorders cost about $1,500 each. The cost of wiring and micro-
phones would vary depending on the amount of wiring and the
number of microphones needed. Operation of the recording set-up
in both branches could require the services of a qualified sound
engineer at a cost of as much as $5 an hour.

A less expensive, home-type recorder operated by legislative as-
sistants can be used to record committee hearings. Based on 1960
legislative experience, fifteen recorders would be needed to cover
all hearings and provide for breakdowns. These recorders cost
from $2OO to $3OO each.

Broadcasting and telecasting of special legislative events, such
as opening ceremonies, presentation by governors of their mes-
sages, legislative investigations and appearances of distinguished
guests, have become increasingly common in a growing number of
states.

Radio or television coverage of legislative committee activities
is more limited than broadcasting of legislative proceedings. But
such coverage is growing in popularity.

In 1959, 21 states reported radio broadcasting of legislative ses-
sions, according to a survey by the Council of State Governments.
The survey did not reveal the regularity of this broadcasting ac-
tivity. In four additional states radio broadcasting covered only
special occasions. Eight states reported experience with radio
broadcasts of legislative committee hearings.

Telecasts of legislative sessions have taken place in 21 states,
according to this same survey. In seven additional states, includ-
ing Massachusetts, there had been telecasts only of special legis-
lative events. Eight states reported experience with telecasts of
legislative committee hearings.

Regular radio or television coverage of legislative proceedings
is in operation only in Alabama, Georgia and Oklahoma. The
pioneer of legislative telecasting was Oklahoma. WKY-TV, Okla-
homa City, has been covering the Oklahoma Legislature both live

LEGISLATIVE BROADCASTING AND TELECASTING
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and on film since 1952. Elinois, however, banned recording and
broadcasting of debates in the House of Representatives in 1957.
The main argument for ending the experiment was that broadcast-
ing encouraged some legislators to make unnecessary speeches
thereby endlessly prolonging House sessions.
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This report is made in accordance with the unnumbered Senate
order finally adopted on June 27, 1960 which is reprinted on the
inside of the front cover. This order was substituted in part for
an omnibus order, H.3157, which for the most part proposed to
authorize the House Committee on Ways and Means to investi-
gate and study the subject matter of many bills dealing with the
finances of the Commonwealth.

The order directed the Legislative Research Council to report
on the comparative advantages of electronic equipment to facili-
tate legislative procedures, notably the preparation of manuscripts
of acts and resolves.

One of the most neglected and uncharted aspects of the legisla-
tive process is the introduction of modern techniques and equip-
ment that will expedite legislative procedures 1 and enable Legisla-
tures to handle their growing volume of business more efficiently.
In this respect legislatures are lagging far behind private enter-
prise and executive branches of the government.

This resistance to technological advances was put quite suc-
cinctly by the important report of the Committee on Legislative
Processes and Procedures to the 1960 annual meeting of the Na-

2llf* CCnmmmuuraltlj af fHaanarljunrltn

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO FACILITATE
LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURES

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Origin of Study

Technological Advances

1 For an early general discussion of legislative procedure by a Joint Special
Committee, see House, No. 28D, dated January, 1915.
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tional Legislative Conference. Three paragraphs excerpted from
that report follow:

“Institutions as venerable as parliamentary bodies have a tendency to
resist change, even when change can expedite the institutional processes
and free the participants for closer attention to their primary tasks....

“The advances of technology in our times have resulted in the availability
of mechanical and electrical equipment which can be applied at many stages
of the legislative process from dictating ‘jacks’ at the desks of individual
legislators, to speedy methods for recording roll-call votes, to automatic
typewriters and teletypesetting devices which speed and render less costly
and time-consuming the reproduction of legislative materials of various
types

“Legislatures and legislative staffs should explore the wide range and
variety of electronic and other technological devices and processes now
available with the view to adapting many of them to the various aspects
of the legislative process roll call voting, reproduction of legislative
measures, preparation of the journals, recording of hearings and debates,
and in other applications.”l

Although the legislative order directing this study offered wide
latitude of inquiry into a relatively untouched field of legislative
organization and procedure, it was decided to restrict this report
to four possible applications; (1) electric roll-call voting, (2)
mechanization of procedures for preparation and reproduction of
bills and laws, (3) sound-recording of legislative proceedings, and
(4) legislative broadcasting and telecasting.

This chapter of the report brings up-to-date the 1957 report of
the Legislative Research Council relative to electric roll call sys-
tems, House No. 2779. It elaborates on the extensive use of flash
voting equipment in recent years and emphasizes the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of such equipment. Recent pro-
posals to the Massachusetts Legislature to adopt such a system,
and the latest costs for installation and maintenance are also cov-
ered.

CHAPTER 11. ELECTRIC ROLL CALL SYSTEMS

1 Committee on Legislative Processes and Procedures of the National Legis-
lative Conference. American State Legislatures in Mid-Twentieth Century.
Printed edition to be dated January, 1961. Committee Chairman, Senate
President John E. Powers; one of the two consultants, Herman C. Loeffler.
Director of Massachusetts Legislative Research Bureau.,
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The two most recent installations of electric roll call systems
were in Kentucky (1959) and Pennsylvania (1960). The experi-
ence of these two states in adopting the electric roll call is reported
in detail.

In Massachusetts, there have been eighteen bills or resolves re-
lating to electric roll call systems introduced during the past dec-
ade, of which the two most recent measures were introduced by
Representative Harrison Chadwick. In 1959 he filed a bill direct-
ing the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House to purchase or lease an
electric roll call system for installation in the House Chamber
(House, No. 220). This year he has filed substantially the same
bill (House, No. 547). In addition there is also pending House, No.
2475 of 1961, the petition of J. Albert Nelson, proposing installa-
tion of electric roll call devices in both the Senate and the House.

All bills and resolves concerning electric roll call have been re-
ferred either to the House Rules Committee or to the two Rules
Committees, acting concurrently. In each instance, nothing was
done beyond these committee referrals. House, No. 547 of 1961
has also been referred to the House Rules Committee.

The International Roll Call Corporation of Richmond, Virginia
and its predecessor, the American Signal Company, have manufac-
tured all but one of the electric roll call machines in use in state
legislatures at the present time. The North American Signal
Company of Washington, D. C. also manufactures roll call equip-
ment but has not yet made a single installation in a legislative
body of a state.

International Roll Call System. Operation of this system was
covered thoroughly in the previous report of the Legislative Re-
search Council, hence only a summary description of operation of
the roll call system is necessary here. The earlier description has
been brought up-to-date where required and some additional fea-
tures have been emphasized.

The system has the four following basic components which are
discussed below in the same order: (1) Members’ Voting Switches,

Legislative Background

Operation of Roll Call Systems
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(2) Clerk’s Master Control Center, (3) Visual Display or Indica-
tion Boards, and (4) Rectifier and Terminal Switch Board.

1. Members’ Voting Switches. Members voting “yea” or “nay”
on a particular issue do so by “throwing” a switch located at their
desks. Each voting switch may be equipped with a lock and key
so that only the proper member can activate that particular
switch. Or, as in many installations, locks may be eliminated and
penalties substituted for tampering and illegal voting. Such pen-
alties may be written into the rules of the chamber as a deterrent
to any attempts at unauthorized use of the voting switch of a
member. Discovery of unauthorized use is facilitated by the quick
complaints of the injured legislator.

2. Cleric’s Master Control Center. The master controls of the
clerk include a keyboard for showing the number on the visual
display board of the bill under consideration and vote, a switch for
showing continuous or final totals as the voting proceeds and a
switch for recording the total votes after the vote is closed.

3. Visual Display or Indication Boards. Visual display panels
can be located in the chamber as may be desired in order that all
may have maximum visibility. Each member’s name is listed on
the display panel with a green light before it and a red light after
it. As each member votes, the corresponding light is turned on
to indicate his vote - green for yea, red for nay.

The Massachusetts House Chamber has been recently inspected
by a representative of the International Roll Call Corporation who
reports that two wall sections behind the rostrum already provide
ideal locations without reconstruction for locating display panels to
accommodate the traditional seating arrangement of the House.

4. Rectifier and Terminal Switch Board. The heart of the Inter-
national Roll Call System is the rectifier and terminal switchboard.
This unit operates by electric impulses according to the different
positions of the several voting switches. It may be sealed to op-
erate independently of any other circuit so as to prevent any pos-
sible accidents or tampering.

The company representative cited the Massachusetts House
Chamber as having an ideal location for these components and
for the wiring of the entire system in view of the ample space in
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the rear of the chamber and beneath the chamber floor.
The International Roll Call system has other features. Voting

switches are equipped with page call buttons which illuminate a
page call board so that members may summon pages as they wish.
Desks of individual members may be wired for microphones which
connect with the House public address system. Most of the states
using electric roll call systems also wired the chamber for sound
at the time the roll call systems were installed.

North American Signal Company. The North American Signal
Company system is the same as the one described in the previous
Legislative Research Council study of 1957. No additional infor-
mation was furnished by the company in reply to correspondence.
This type of system was used with reported success by the League
of Women Voters of the United States at their national convention
in 1956. On two later occasions, the League of Women Voters also
used North American Signal Company roll call equipment at their
national conventions.

Installation, rental and maintenance costs of providing an elec-
tric roll call system in the Massachusetts House of Representatives
are proposed in a letter by the International Roll Call Corporation,
dated Dec. 9, 1960, which is reprinted as Appendix A. The total
cost would be $60,000 for the first year. Each year thereafter,
rental and maintenance would be $12,000. 1 The initial $60,000 out-
lay includes the cost of installing two display boards which are
required because of the large membership and traditional seating
arrangement of the House.

In the Senate, for installation and first year rental and mainte-
nance, costs would be $50,000. Thereafter, annual rental and
maintenance costs would be $5,000. The Senate Chamber would
be difficult to wire and initial costs are therefore comparatively
large.

The International Roll Call Corporation also installs a sound
system when installing a roll call system. Installation, rental and
maintenance costs for sound equipment in the Massachusetts

Costs of Systems

i Legislative Research Council. Legislative Electric Roll Call Systems. Hoi
No. 2779, January 18, 1957.
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House, if ordered along with the roll call systems, would be $lO,OOO
for the first year and, excluding installation costs, $6,000 annually
thereafter. In the Senate, the same costs would be $5,000 and
$3,000, respectively.

Sound equipment would include microphones at every other
desk, a selective keyboard for the presiding officer, theatre-type
speakers, special sound-level circuits and built-in spare equipment
to eliminate interruption.

If the General Court wished to install a roll call system in the
House only, the company would be willing to wire in the sound sys-
tem at its own expense while installing the roll call system in case
the House desired sound later.

The North American Signal Company stated in a recent letter
that the following quotation as to prices, taken from the 1957 Re-
search Council report (House, No. 2779, Jan. 18, 1957) are still
valid.

“According to a brochure published by the North American Signal Com-
pany, the purchase price for their equipment varies for each installation
but will approximate $65,000. A maintenance contract may be obtained for
$2,000 per year. If the North American Signal Company equipment is to be
rented, the company’s literature estimates that the original cost of installa-
tion would be in the neighborhood of $19,000, and rental during the initial
four-year period would be $4,000 per year. At the end of this four-year
period, purchase may again be considered, and $l,OOO for each year the
equipment has been rented may be deducted from the purchase price.”
Data on states having electric roll call systems are found in

Appendix B. Cost figures represent many price levels of earlier
periods and installations of various sizes and complexities.

There are several estimates of the time consumed for long roll
calls in the Massachusetts Legislature. They vary from “close to
twenty minutes” to “thirty minutes or so” in the House. The House
Clerk estimates from 25 to 30 minutes. The Massachusetts Fed-
eration of Taxpayers Association estimates that during last year’s
sessions of the General Court “128 House roll calls accounted for
an estimated 64 hours of legislative time.” (Christian Science
Monitor, Dec. 12, 1960). On this basis a House roll call would
average 30 minutes or about the same as other estimates. The
Monitor article further states that on the basis of daily legislative

Time Required for Present Roll Calls
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sessions averaging 2 hours for four days a week the House spent
the equivalent of 32 legislative days on roll calls.

Roll calls in the Senate are shorter than those in the House be-
cause of the much smaller membership. Nevertheless, total time
spent on taking roll calls is significant. In the 1957 report of the
Legislative Research Council report on this subject it was stated
that the Senate Clerk has estimated a minimum of ten minutes per
roll call and even longer on some occasions. In 1960, the Clerk re-
affirmed his previous estimate.

In the most recent session, approximately 68 hours were spent
by the House and over 35 hours by the Senate in taking roll calls.
The House Clerk reported that a total of 136 roll calls were taken
in 1960 129 in the regular session and seven in the special ses-
sion. The Senate Clerk reported that 207 roll calls were taken in
1960 -198 in the regular session and 9 in the special session.

Table 1. below shows the number of roll calls taken by both the
House and the Senate in past years.

TABLE 1.

No. Roll Calls in Massachusetts General Court
Selected Years 1930-1960

Year Hoxise Senate

1930** 73

1935 149 189

1941* 147 250

1945 129 174
1946 117 113
1947 139 141
1948 167 201
1949 175 209
1950 182 208
1951 229 256
1952** 183 150183 150
1953 214 179
1954** 206 151
1955 225 259
1956 209 295
1957 137 305
1958 125 188
1959 173 164
1960** 136 207

�Biennial session **Annual plus extra session
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A roll call in the House could be taken in less than 40 seconds
with an electric system. Based on 1960 experience, this would
have meant a total of less than 2 hours spent on roll calls during
the entire session, as compared to 68 hours actually spent. In other
words, over 30 legislative days would have been saved in the House
if an electric roll call system had been in operation.

The Senate would be able to take a roll call in approximately 20
seconds with an electric system compared to the present minimum
time of 10 minutes. In 1960 the Senate would have spent just over
an hour of legislative time on roll call voting as compared to over
35 hours actually spent. Or, over 16 days of Senate time could
have been saved by an electric roll call system during the 1960
legislative session.

For ease of presentation, the time saved in the House and Senate
have been equated above with legislative days. However, opinions
differ on this score. On the one hand it is argued that the effect of
mechanization will only be shorter daily sessions, considerably
shorter when they are frequent, less so when they are infrequent.

On the other hand it is argued that various aspects of the legis-
lative process can and should be adjusted to take advantage of the
above time saving by lengthening daily legislative calendars, with
the net result that the number of legislative days per annual ses-
sion is materially reduced. This argument is sometimes extended
to emphasize the improved nature of legislative debate when it is
not interspersed with the time consuming roll calls which now
occur as proposed amendments arise during debate for considera-
tion and disposal, particularly on controversial bills.

On January 7, 1961 the Christian Science Monitor referred to a
1960 report of the Committee on Legislative Processes and Pro-
cedures of the National Legislative Conference, headed by Massa-
chusetts Senate President John E. Powers which had considered
electric roll call systems. The article stated that their use is one
of several major steps needed to improve legislative operations in
Massachusetts. In its comments, the Monitor article added: %

“To date efforts to modernize roll call procedures have failed in Massa-
chusetts. Efforts to gain installation of an electric roll call system in the
House have been quashed. A major reason for the failure is the reluctance
of the leadership to give up their present opportunities to bring about roll
call switches prior to the final tally announcement
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“As now conducted in the House, roll calls are marathon affairs. Often
they are held open up to an hour to enable the leadership to exert pressure
on the members to change their votes.”

There are 29 state legislatures now using a total of 35 electric
roll call systems (See Appendix B for detailed list). Twenty-two
systems are in use in the House Chambers alone and six also have
such systems operating in their Senate Chambers. There is, of
course, only one system needed for Nebraska’s unicameral legisla-
ture. Some of the original installations have been replaced. Others
have been modernized but none have been abandoned. The Massa-
chusetts General Court and seven other state legislatures consid-
ered installing such systems during 1958 or 1959 sessions.

The most recent roll call installations were made in Kentucky
and Pennsylvania. Kentucky installed an electric roll call system
in its House Chamber in 1959 after studying several reports on the
subject. In citing their very favorable subsequent experience with
electronic voting a Kentucky state official wrote: 1

1. A typical roll call where representatives did not explain their votes took
about 20 minutes. Where the members undertook to give explanations,
45 minutes was not unusual. Now, many roll calls are finished within
one minute; five minutes is quite a long time. There evidently is a side
effect also. Perhaps due to a feeling of anonymity, since they no longer
have to answer orally, verbal explanations of votes have become rela-
tively rare. These explanations were quite time consuming prior to
the installations of the machine. For the first time in history, the
House finished this session two days before the Senate.

2. An average of 350 roll calls are taken during a legislative session.
3. Installation costs were $20,000.
4. Annual rental and maintenance contract costs are $5,000.
5. The general reaction (by legislators) to electric roll call equipment has

been “they love it”.
Pennsylvania contracted for installation of an electric roll call

system in the House in 1960 and improvement of the public address
system. Installation was expected to be completed by December
1960. The contract of this state with the International Roll Call
Corporation calls for payment of $60,000 in the first year, 1961,
and $lO,OOO annually thereafter. The initial $60,000 includes two

Use of Electric Roll Call Systems in Other States

1 Letter of October 4, 1960 from Charles Wheeler, Director, Legislative Re-
search Commission,
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display boards on each side of the House Chamber. The $lO,OOO
annual cost will cover rental and full maintenance.

A typical roll call of the 210-member House in Pennsylvania took
15 to 20 minutes before the installation of an electric roll call sys-
tem. Although roll calls in Pennsylvania are only taken on third
reading of bills and at final passage, there were 1,748 roll calls re-
corded in 1959.

Connecticut reports that roll calls taken in its 279-memberHouse
formerly took 45 minutes before installing an electric roll call sys-
tem. Roll calls now take only seconds. The Washington state leg-
islature reports “valuable time saved” with its electric roll call sys-
tem. A vote now takes only between five and 20 seconds. Legis-
lative officials anticipated saving 3 minutes per roll call or one hour
of session time per day.

In 1940 the Illinois Legislative Council sent questionnaires to
150 legislators serving in general assemblies using the electric roll
call system. Specific questions were asked about the successful
operation, limitations, abuses in voting, possible skulduggery and
mechanical failure of the electric roll call system in their legisla-
tures. Of 64 replies (at least four from each state having an elec-
tric roll call system) “fifty-seven expressed unqualified approval
of the systems, six expressed general approval with some quali-
fications, and one expressed disapproval.” 1

Along with Kentucky, most states that have adopted the electric
roll call point to elimination of lengthy explanations of members’
votes as a principal advantage of the system. Connecticut and
Kentucky cite the advantage of having a supply of perforated rec-
ords of a vote available 10 seconds after the vote is tabulated.
Elimination of human error in tabulating the vote and immediate
availability of a supply of copies of a vote for distribution to mem-
bers and the press are other advantages cited.

Connecticut also mentioned the advantage of having continuous
totals available as a vote proceeds and stated that more order and
tranquility is maintained with the electric roll call.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Electric Roll Call

i Illinois Legislative Council, Electrical 801 l Call Devices ,in Legislative Bodies
(May, 1940), page 9.
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Some states reported that although members can watch the
progress of a vote on the visual display board, the tendency of leg-
islators to engage in the kind of political maneuvering that usually
accompanied vocal roll calls has been largely reduced. Another
important feature is that electric roll call systems are public “score
boards” automatically recording the votes of members, as well as
their presence or absence.

The Legislative Council of the State of Washington in a 1948
subcommittee report considered the following arguments against
electric roll call: (a) Too many laws now and thus no need to
speed up legislative process, (b) difficult for members to determine
how vote was progressing, (c) questions of constitutionality, and
(d) departure from tradition.

The subcommittee refuted all arguments. First, it concluded
that electric roll call would complete calendars earlier and would
give members more time to study bills. Secondly, visual display
boards would be in view of all members in the chamber, determina-
tion of the vote would, therefore, be made easier. Thirdly, the
system would not clash with provisions of the Constitution of
Washington. In this connection the report cited the Nebraska Su-
preme Court decision which held that electric voting did not vio-
late a similar constitutional provision in Nebraska requiring viva
voce voting. Finally, it concluded “that any technical aids” speed-
ing up procedures and releasing valuable session time for the de-
liberative parts of the legislative process “should be utilized to the
fullest extent.” The report recommended passage of the necessary
measures for installing electric roll call equipment for the next
session.

Scope and Purpose
This chapter is concerned with possible applications of modern

electronic techniques to expedite procedures for handling and
printing legislative petitions in Massachusetts.

Legislative workloads and printing costs in Massachusetts and
other states are discussed. Two electronic devices and the ad-

CHAPTER 111. ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND
LEGISLATIVE PETITIONS
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vantages they offer in reducing duplication, proofreading, exces-
sive handling of bills and other legislative material are considered.

The chapter confines itself to (1) mechanizing routine clerical
procedures to expedite bill handling, and (2) extending mechaniza-
tion to printing techniques.

In recent years legislative workloads have grown to almost
unmanageable proportions due to (1) the expansion of state gov-
ernment activities (2) the greater complexity of governmental
matters and (3) increased public demands. Thus, the volume of
bills and other documents placed before the Massachusetts Legis-
lature has considerably more than doubled in the past thirty years.
In 1930 Senate and House documents totalled 1,900. In 1960 this
number had increased to 4,215. There have been an average of
more than 4,000 bills introduced in each session for the last five
years. Table 2 shows the number of Senate and House documents
in recent years.

Number of Senate and House Bills
(Including Extra Sessions)

in Selected Years, 1930, 1950-1960
Year No. Bills
1930 1,900
1950 3,567
1951 3,674
1952 3,300
1953 3,686
1954 3,855
1955 4,045
1956 4,100
1957 4,194
1958 4,174
1959 3,907
1960 4,215

Along with increasing legislative workloads, legislative printing
costs have also risen. Increased printing costs reflect both higher
price levels and the increased number of documents to be printed.

Growing Legislative Workloads

Increased Printing Costs

TABLE 2.
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Legislative printing costs in Massachusetts amounted to
8311,834 in 1959. They are 22.6% higher than 1950 costs, al-
though only 340 more bills were printed than in 1959. However,
an estimated additional $50,000 of printing costs are “buried” ac-
cording to a study by the 1951 Special Commission on Structure
of the State Government. Also excluded are the salaries of the
personnel who are engaged in planning, editing, production and
distribution of legislative publications. Finally, the costs of sta-
tionery and the costs of material prepared on duplicating machines
in legislative offices are not included. Table 3 shows Massachu-
setts’ legislative printing costs for recent years, aside from these
exclusions.

TABLE 3.

Legislative Printing Costs in Massachusetts
Leg. Manual of Leg.

Fiscal Year Printing Gen. Ct. Bulletin Total Costs

1959 3244,834 $17,000 $50,000 $311,834
1958 284,673 278 68,760 353,711
1957 223,147 17,000 62,760 302,907
1956 228,645 68,760 297,405
1955 176,375 15,000 48,760 240,135
1954 188,586 48,520 237,106
1953 176,667 13,500 49,999 240,166
1952 202,314 58,280 260,594
1951 185,615 11,000 51,169 247,784
1950 200,000 8,000 46,320 254,320

Source: Public Documents No. 140, fiscal yrs. 1950-59. The figures from this
document which are tabulated above do not include certain addi-
tional concealed costs which are described in the text.

It is difficult to isolate the detailed costs connected with the
varied printing done for the House and Senate. Contract prices
for the printing of House bills alone in 1960 will, however, serve
the purposes of this report. Thus, the 1960 printing contract of
the Wright and Potter Printing Company of Boston, which has
done most of the legislative printing for about 80 years, gave the
following basic 1980 figures for printing and delivering 900 copies
of House bills: 1-page bills, $9.20; and 2-page bills, $12.88.
Printing Methods

There are several methods of printing legislative documents
throughout the nation. Generally, typeset methods are considered
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most expensive. Offset printing has developed as a less expensive
method. This is due to less costly composing techniques, duplicat-
ing masters and reproduction machines. Of the latter machines,
the electric typewriter with its automatic line-spacing features has
been most responsible for causing costs which are much less than
typeset costs.

Despite the cheaper methods available, the record shows that
most states still use the traditional typeset or printing methods.
Thus, as shown by individual states in Appendix C, 36 states print
their bills by typeset. In addition, five states use mimeograph; four
states use multilith and three states use offset. In one state both
typeset and offset are used and in another state bills are type-
written.

The State of Washington adopted the photo-offset method in
1959 and reduced costs by 50%. Costs of additional runs were re-
duced by 75%. With the new method, costs of reproducing 1,350
copies averaged about $6 per page, as compared to previous costs
of $8 to $lO per page for 1,200copies.

In Massachusetts most of the bills are filed with either the Sen-
ate or the House Clerk before the session begins. Thus, peak
workloads for the staffs which handle bills fall at the beginning
of each session.

A bill passes through a number of stages as it moves from intro-
duction to final consideration. It may be changed several times
during its progress through the legislature. Initially 900 copies
of each bill are printed as it was filed. Further printing is done
when extensive changes are made and if committees request an
additional printing. In the latter case, 200 copies are printed.
About 90% of the bills introduced in each session are one or two-
page documents. Many are “perennials”, that is, bills which are
submitted without change year after year.

House and Senate Counsel. Legislative Counsel of both the
House and Senate aid in drafting most of the legislative proposals.
In addition, when changes are made by committees or on the floor,
they aid in redrafting. Their staffs in both houses require extra

Handling of Bills
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help in order to cope with peak loads. Staffs of the House and
Senate Clerk face the same workload problems.

Sem'etary of State. In the office of the Secretary of State, the
staff responsible for engrossing faces the biggest workload at the
end of the session for the reasons indicated below.

One of the major workload problems is caused by the numerous
amendments to, the substantive changes made in bills. Usually
these amendments are noted in the margin or attached to a copy
of the enacted bill which is submitted to the Secretary of State.
As a result, the persons handling bills must spend much time in
proofreading, especially in the Engrossing Section of the State Sec-
retary’s office where an accurate engrossed copy of bills must be
prepared. Additional time is spent by them in typing bills on a
special engrossing typewriter that simulates writing in longhand.

Long delays in passing bills for enactment are sometimes caused
by this slow engrossment procedure, since the presiding officers of
each branch and the Governor must wait upon the Engrossing
Section before they have a final product to enact and sign.

Solutions to the problems of legislative printing and handling
have usually centered about improvements in filing, limiting
printed copies, changing the format of documents or revising
amendment procedures. Very little attention has been directed to
mechanizing routine clerical procedures and extending the mech-
anization to .printing techniques.

In 1951, The Times, an English newspaper, installed a teletype-
setter system to print up-to-the-minute reports of Parliament pro-
ceedings. Perforated tape versions of news were fed into the tele-
type sender at the House of Commons. At the printing plant a
reperforator picked up the message and reperforated a tape which
was fed directly to a specially-adapted linotype machine.

A similar experiment in such mechanization was proposed by
the Illinois Bell Telephone Company in its response to a 1958 re-
quest by the Illinois House. It is a method of preparing and proc-
essing bills and journals through the use of punched tape, tape
readers and teletypewriters.

A New Method for Processing Bills and Journals
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The following section describes the telephone company proposal
which was made for the use of teletypewriters in the processing
of legislative proposals in Illinois.

Using Teletypewriters for Illinois Bill Preparation. After a
proposed bill is composed in legal form by the appropriate legisla-
tive agency in Illinois, a typist would prepare necessary copies on
a teletypewriter. As the bill is being typed, a perforated tape
containing all the information would also be produced by the tele-
typewriter. The tape would then be sent to the Clerk of the House.

When the bill is released for printing by the House Clerk, the
tape prepared by the Reference Bureau would be placed in the tape
reader of a teletypewriter in the Clerk’s office, which is connected
electrically with a receiving teletypewriter located at the printing
plant.

The typist in the Clerk’s office would first type in the introduc-
tory information which was to appear on the printed bill, and then
the tape would automatically transmit the text of the bill to the
printing plant.

On this basis the printer can begin to set type as soon as the
typed copy of the bill is received on a teletypewriter in his office.
The original typed copy of the bill could be sent to the printer by
messenger at the close of each day so copy may be proofread and
corrections made for any errors attached to the above process of
communication.

The tape used to transmit the bill to the printer would then be
forwarded to the Engrossing and Enrolling Section where it would
be stored until the bill has passed the House and Senate and is
ready for final typing.

When the bill is ready for final typing, the tape would be in-
serted in the tape reader of a teletypewriter located in the En-
grossing and Enrolling Section. This teletypewriter can be equipped
with a written kind of type, if that is required. The tape would
automatically type those sections of the bill which had survived
the process of legislation without change. Amendments or new
information contained here and there in the bill would be manually
typed by the teletypist as they occur.

Illinois Proposal
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Monthly rental costs for all equipment needs of the Illinois pro-
posal amounted to 8800. The initial installation charge came to
8165.

The Illinois Bell Telephone Company listed its opinion of ad-
vantages of using teletypewriters for preparing bills, as follows:

1. The possibility of typing errors will be greatly reduced be-
cause after the bill is initially typed, the information will never be
manually typed again. The perforated tape will perform this
repetitive typing automatically.

2. Bills will be prepared more rapidly by the printer because
they will be received on the teletypewriter in the printer’s office
immediately upon release by the Clerk of the House.

3. Duplicate typing will be eliminated and manual typing will
be reduced by 90% in the Engrossing and Enrolling Section.

Using Teletypewriters for Printing Journal in Illinois. A sim-
ilar proposal was made for printing the journal. All material to
be included in the Journal would be prepared in perforated tape
form in the office of the House Clerk on teletypesetter tape per-
forators. The tape perforators operate in much the same manner
as a standard typewriter. All the information typed by the opera-
tor appears in coded form on the perforated tape. Each tape per-
forator has a capacity for preparing 300 or more lines of printing
per hour.

The tape produced by the perforators would then be inserted in
a tape reader associated with a receiving teletypewriter. This tele-
typewriter would be electrically connected to a tape reproducer
and receiving teletypewriter at the printing plant.

As the tape was being transmitted by the tape reader, a copy of
the Journal would be automatically produced on the teletype-
writers in the Clerk’s office and in the printing plant.

At the printing plant, a perforated tape would be received
simultaneously on the tape reproducer. This tape would contain all
the information on the typed copy of the Journal prepared on the
teletypewriters.

The tape would then be inserted in a teletypesetter operating
unit associated with the printer’s linecasting machine. This op-
erating unit would read the perforated tape and automatically
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operate the linecasting machine to produce lines of type ready for
use inprinting the Journal.

Rental equipment costs for the Journal preparation system pro-
posed for Illinois by the telephone company were estimated at
$437 per month with a $6O installation charge.

Opinions as to the advantages of using the teletypesetter for
preparing state legislative journals were stated as follows by the
Illinois Bell Telephone Company.

1. Information for printing the Journal can be transmitted to
the printing plant as it is prepared by the Clerk’s office.

2. Delays involved in messenger service will be eliminated.
3. Type will be cast at the maximum rate of the linecasting

machine.
4. Overtime and resultant premium wages will be reduced.
5. The completed Journal will be returned to the House for

distribution hours earlier than is possible under the present system.
6. The possibility of typographical errors will be greatly re-

duced since the information prepared in the Clerk’s office will auto-
matically cast the type for the printing of the Journal through
the use of the perforated tape.

Illinois Reactions to Proposals. Several key persons in Illinois
were asked to review the above proposals by the telephone com-
pany. The court reporter who compiles the journals of the Illinois
House felt that the complete text of the Journal did not have to
be typed, and that the proposed method for processing bills would
still require the same amount of work in the Clerk’s office.

On the latter score, the Executive Secretary of the Illinois Ref-
erence Bureau, bill drafting agency of the Illinois Legislature, also
reacted negatively. The adverse reaction was caused by the opin-
ion that the machine would be too noisy and by the fact that it
would cause more work for his agency since all bills must clear
through the Bureau for smooth operation of the system. The
Secretary of the Illinois Senate felt that the proposal was imprac-
tical for his procedure.

Several other persons were in favor of parts or all of the pro-
posal. The Director of Research of the Illinois Legislative Coun-
cil had a generally favorable reaction but questioned the necessity
of using teletypewriter equipment. Instead he thought that type-
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writers equipped with perforated tape would accomplish the de-
sired end. The Chief Clerk of the Illinois House felt that the
system would improve the clerical processing of House bills but
could not be applied to the daily Journal.

The General Court may or may not be interested in applying all
or part of the above Illinois teletype plan to Massachusetts. To
assist in that judgment, this section attempts to give a general
idea of the resultant new costs which would be involved if the full
Illinois plan were applied here. At present, separate printers now
serve the two legislative branches of Massachusetts. Hence, if
that separation is continued, the following rough cost estimates
would have to be increased somewhat.

If a teletype-punched tape process were adopted in Massachu-
setts for preparing Senate and House bills, equipment would be
needed in the offices (a) of the House and (£>) Senate Counsel, (c)
the House Clerk, and (d) in the engrossing section of the Secre-
tary of State, and (e) at the printing plant (see above note re
present two legislative printers). Estimates of monthly charges
and equipment needs based on the Illinois proposal are shown in
Table 4.

Estimated Cost of Applying Teletypewriter System Proposed for

Illinois to Massachusetts Legislature!

Location of Installation:
House and Senate Counsels Monthly Charge

Eight Bill Preparative Machines
(Six for House, two for Senate) $6BO.

Clerk of the House and Clerk of the Senate
Two Automatic Machines

(One each) 130.
Printer

One Receiving Machine 30.
Engrossing and Enrolling

Four Automatic Machines 260.

Teletype Application in Massachusetts

TABLE 4.

Total Monthly Charge $l,lOO.
Non-recurring Installation Charge .... $2OO.

1 Assumes only one legislative printer as in Illinois.
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It is not believed that additional equipment would be necessary
for processing the journals under the Illinois proposal.

Another Method for Handling Bills
Another way of mechanizing routine clerical procedures in

handling bills would be achieved by the use of electric typewriters
that use a punched tape. Many such types are available on the
market.

The particular type chosen for description below has two com-
ponents: (a) The Justowriter Reproducer and (b) the Justowriter
Model AA Recorder. The main feature of this unit is that it auto-
matically “justifies” copy, i.e. it aligns the typed text at the left
and right hand margins in a straight vertical line. The operator
can run the unit at speeds of 100 words per minute. As copy is
manually typed on the Recorder a punched tape is produced.
Errors can be deleted by merely depressing two switches. The
punched tape then serves to produce a perfect copy of printed mat-
ter by use of a Reproducer into which the tape is inserted.

If this much simpler system is adopted by the Massachusetts
Legislature, installations of both Reproducers and Recorders would
be necessary in the offices of the Legislative Counsel of both
branches, in the offices of the House and Senate Clerks, and in the
office of the Engrossing Section of the Secretary of State.

As bills are drafted and checked for legality in the office of Leg-
islative Counsel, they are then typed on a Recorder by a typist to
produce a punched tape of the bill. This tape constitutes a correct,
“justified” version of each page of typing. As indicated above, the
typed page is not the bill. Such tapes would be forwarded to the
House or Senate Clerk’s office and inserted in a Reproducer to ob-
tain a “justified” typed copy of the bill. Depending on what method
of printing is used, the Clerks could do one of three things, as
follows:

If the present method of printing is continued, the Clerks would
file the tape and send the “justified” typed version of the bill to
the printer for regular typesetting and printing. This procedure
would not exploit all possibilities of the system.

If the same method of printing were used but printers’ linotype
machines Were equipped for speedy operation with tape, the Clerks
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would forward the tape to the printers, keeping the typed version
for the files. This method would not only speed up printing but
could reduce printing costs.

If the method of printing were changed to use of the offset
process and reproduction by multilith, the Clerks would, upon re-
ceipt of the tape, insert the tape into the Reproducer and produce
a multilith “master.” This master copy could be either forwarded
to the printer who is under contract to reproduce desired text, or
this could be done on machines owned by the State.

In the engrossment stage of bill handling much of the time spent
on proofreading could be eliminated. Engrossing clerks would in-
sert tape versions of bills into a Recorder, which would automat-
ically type up to the place where inclusions, corrections or changes
must be made. The clerks would then manually type in new or
revised sections of text whereupon the automatic process of typing
would take over until another point of correction or other change
arrived. Manual typing of this sort is not of great importance
since it would amount to only a fraction of total copy, whereas the
remainder would be typed automatically. A revised and correct
punched tape would be produced with coded margin “justifica-
tion”. This tape would then be inserted into a Reproducer which
would automatically type an errorless, “justified” copy of the bill
at 100 words per minute. This final copy would be typed by tape
on parchment copy in the special engrossing typewriter.

In addition the final tape could be used for printing the Acts and
Resolves.

It is difficult to calculate exactly how many units would be
needed and what the costs might be, together with the probable
time savings which would result.

It is estimated that 13 Recorders and 5 Reproducers would be
needed for the above process. They would be distributed among
the offices of the two Legislative Counsel, the two Clerks and the
Engrossing Section of the Office of Secretary of State. Current
charges for all equipment would be just over $1,600 per month for
both the Senate and House of Representatives.

These costs have been stated on a monthly rental basis above,
including maintenance. Determination of outright purchase costs
is contingent on the scope of a comprehensive plan which would
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include the number of machines, installation charges, auxiliary
equipment and the like. Purchase prices are quoted just under
$6,000 per unit, including necessary accessories; a unit is com-
prised of one recorder, one reproducer and accessories, such as
winders, stands and unwinders. The estimated purchase price of
13 recorders and 5 reproducers on this basis would approximate
$53,000. Maintenance contracts are available at $225 per machine
per year. This would include all replacement parts, travel time and
service time, exclusive of platens, power rolls and fuses. The over-
all maintenance costs for all 13 machines would therefore approx-
imate $4,000 per year, or just about $360 per month.

In most states the record of what the legislature has decided
and why it made these decisions is quite fragmentary. The typical
official record of state legislative proceedings, including that of the
Massachusetts House and Senate, is the clerk’s journal. This jour-
nal merely records parliamentary actions taken. Usually omitted
from the legislative journals and not recorded in any other place
are the verbatim records of discussion and debate proceeding ac-
tion which provide explanations for legislative decisions. It is
usually left to the frailties of human memory to recall the basis of
legislative action. Even if a verbatim record of legislative discus-
sion and debate is preserved, it gives no guarantee of a clear ex-
planation of legislative motive.

In sharp contrast with this fragmentary recording of state leg-
islative proceedings, there is the relatively complete record of
Congressional committee testimony and reports, and the record of
floor debate in the two Houses of Congress. This full record cov-
ering the issues entering into final enactment of a federal statute
includes hearing transcripts, committee reports, and the daily issue
of the Congressional Record during the session.

The difficulties and the expense of keeping complete legislative
records have usually been the reasons for keeping official recording
by legislatures to the bare minimum. These obstacles are now
much less imposing with the development of sound-recording de-

CHAPTER IV. SOUND-RECORDING OF LEGISLATIVE
PROCEEDINGS
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vices which have steadily improved in quality. A much more com-
plete record is therefore now within the financial reach of state
agencies, including legislatures.

How far to go beyond sound-recording of legislative proceedings
depends on how complete a record is desired. The sound-recorded
tape or disc itself may be sufficient. Transcriptions can be made
by typists from the recordings. These recordings, in turn, can be
reproduced for legislative and public use. Newer and less expen-
sive methods of reproduction have widened the opportunities for
wholesale printing and distribution of all types of such records,
thereby strengthening the democratic process.

State experience with official recording of legislative chamber
and committee proceedings is still very limited, despite the above
applications made possible by present day sound-recording devices.

Several states preserve sound-recorded reports of legislative
floor proceedings, including debates. In several others this is done
partly, usually on request. Sound-recording is also being used in
a growing number of states by legislative committees or interim
commissions to preserve records of testimony. In several of these
cases, this is done only on request of the committee or committee
chairman. In a few cases regular sound-recording of committee
hearings is done only for certain committees of finance, appropria-
tions, etc., or by investigating committees or commissions.

At least seven state legislatures keep sound-recorded accounts of
proceedings and debates on the floor of the legislative chambers,
as shown in Appendix D. This record is kept for both legislative
branches except for West Virginia where this is done in the House
of Representatives only, and for Nebraska with its unicameral
legislature. In two cases, sound-recording regularly supplements
stenographic accounts of proceedings.

Three additional state legislatures, as shown in this same table,
make partial use of sound-recording, usually on request of a legis-
lator.

The following texts present condensed accounts of state legis-
lative recording experience with sound equipment which were re-
ceived in answer to a special questionnaire of the Legislative Re-
search Bureau on the score:

Verbatim Sound-Recording of Debates
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Connecticut. Proceedings of both houses are recorded on disc-
recorders and tape-recorders. These are used to refresh memories
of actions taken, which are printed in the daily journals. The
printed journal does not, however, include the verbatim remarks
registered on the disc-recorders.

Maine. Proceedings of both houses are recorded as supplements
to stenographic accounts taken by shorthand reporters. Proceed-
ings are printed in the permanent journals. Cost of printing by
letterpress is estimated at $40,000.

Nebraska. A sound-recording machine records proceedings of
the unicameral legislature. Although a verbatim typewritten copy
of proceedings was only made at a seven-day special session, a new
rule which was adopted at the last regular session requires a ver-
batim copy of all floor debate on bills.

Pennsylvania. Sound-recording is used in both houses of the
legislature to verify stenographic notes of proceedings. Record-
ings are not preserved. Debates are published in the daily journals.

Tennessee. Sessions of both houses are completely sound-re-
corded. Recordings are not transcribed and no printed accounts
are made. Individuals are permitted to listen to the records in
the Library and Archives Building but are not permitted to tran-
scribe the record or to have a copy made without permission of
the presiding officer of the house involved.

Utah. Tape recordings have been made of House proceedings
since 1957. These are preserved by the State Historical Society
and are not opened to the public for 10 years.

West Virginia. Sound-recording is made of House proceedings
and debates. Recordings are available to the public but not for
broadcast. The full record is not ordinarily reproduced. Typed
copies (transcripts) and recordings are preserved.

It is a problem to provide safeguards against mis-use of sound-
recordings which are made readily accessible as public documents.
The solution adopted by West Virginia is only to release record-
ings (a) on request of the legislator who spoke, and (b) with ap-
proval of the rules committee.
Sound-Recording for Legislative Committees

Sound-recording probably has its greatest legislative potential
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in legislative committees where much of the most important legis-
lative work takes place. At this stage, record-keeping is a partic-
ular problem because of the number of committees, of legislators,
and of proponents and opponents of bills who speak.

In Massachusetts, committee hearings afford the only oppor-
tunity for citizens personally to express their views on proposed
legislation. Records kept by committees on appearances, testi-
mony, etc. vary from committee to committee. The committee re-
port is, with few exceptions, a brief formal recommendation with-
out explanation or reason for the decision. The explanation may
or may not be given on the floor of the House or Senate by the
legislator carrying the bill, the committee chairman involved, and
other legislators.

Sound-recording equipment has become useful as a flexible de-
vice for taking down either the entire committee proceeding or
only certain desired sections of the discussions. The device can
easily be disconnected during “off the record” discussion.

The Alaskan state court system has, from its recent beginning,
relied exclusively on electronic sound recording for reporting trial
proceedings. Such use is reported to have made a large saving in
Alaskan court expenditures, as follows:

“The total cost of all the equipment for all of the courts of the state of
Alaska, including a reasonable allowance for maintenance, was only one-half
of the expense of employing court reporters for a single year. The total
saving over the five years of useful life for the equipment is estimated at
close to a quarter of a million dollars.” l

In addition, the sound recording tape is stated to be the closest
one can come to absolute accuracy in taking testimony, and is the
only practical system in the face of a shortage of capable short-
hand reporters. Many other advantages in the use of electronic
sound recording are cited in the conclusion of the report of the
federal judicial officer quoted above.

The following accounts are samples of experience with legisla-
tive committee sound-recording taken from answers to the special
questionnaire mentioned above:

1 Warren Olmey 111, Director of the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts. Report on Electronic Sound Recording in the Trial Courts of the
State of Alaska. In Congressional Record, Feb. 20, 1961, pp. 2218-2223.
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Connecticut. All committees are furnished with disc recorders
or tape recorders. Transcripts are made from the disc and typed
copies are furnished to committee members. Copies of the tran-
scripts are also filed in the State Library. Transcripts are not re-
produced in quantity. About 28 secretaries serving the commit-
tees at salaries ranging from $750 to $2OOO per session operate
the equipment.

Michigan. All committees are furnished with tape or wire re-
corders. Public hearings are usually recorded verbatim. Only
some of these records are printed, on request of the committee or
committee chairman.

New Jersey. Committee hearings are sound-recorded. They
are transcribed on multilith plates and reproduced separately by
multilith process and are not preserved in a permanent journal.

Several answers to the special Bureau questionnaire indicated
growing use of sound-recording equipment by certain committees,
in the fields of appropriations, ways and means, finance, judiciary,
etc., which are mainly characterized by particularly heavy work-
loads.

In Minnesota the House Appropriations Committee and the Sen-
ate Finance Committee use sound-recording equipment for taking
testimony. In New Hampshire the Judiciary and Ways and Means
Committees of the House and Senate, and the House Appropria-
tions Committee and Senate Finance Committee use sound-re-
corders to keep records of what is said.

Interim legislative commissions also have begun to use sound-
recording equipment as valuable and inexpensive ways of preserv-
ing testimony for future use and review. This is also one way of

keeping the equipment active the year-round. Hawaii, Michigan,
Mississippi and Nevada report use of sound-recording by special
legislative commissions. In Mississippi the General Legislative
Investigating Committee records hearings and testimony by tape
recorder.

Several legislative research councils have turned to sound-re-
cording for their meetings, mainly to serve as a staff convenience,

Sound-Recording for Committees and Commissions
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to assure a complete record, and to aid in preparing minutes.
Illinois, Kansas and Nevada report such activity.

The cost of installing equipment to tape-record floor proceedings
in the Massachusetts House and Senate is quite difficult to esti-
mate. A sound engineer would have to experiment with placement
of microphones and determine what type of installation was best
for each chamber.

According to estimates of a qualified radio engineer, a profes-
sional-type recorder would be needed such as is used by radio sta-
tions and recording studios. These cost about $l5OO each.

Each chamber would need two machines in order not to stop
proceedings while tape is being changed. In addition, a spare ma-
chine might be necessary in case of breakdown. Total cost of five
tape-recorders of this type would be about $7,500.

Reels of tape 4,800 feet in length with split track could be used.
Each would run for about two hours if pulled through the machine
at 3% inches per second. A split track reel, after having gone
through once, is turned over and a recording can be made on the
other side. With two machines in operation, proceedings could
be tape-recorded indefinitely without interrupting legislative pro-
ceedings. Reels of this length are priced at $lO per reel for 12
reels or more.

The number of microphones required to cover floor proceedings
in either chamber can only be determined after experimentation.
A single microphone hooked into the sound system of the House
might be adequate to cover all floor proceedings if all speakers
used the microphone near the Speaker’s rostrum. If not, a para-
bolic microphone which is highly directional could be aimed at a
person debating from his seat or elsewhere on the floor. If this
set-up proved inadequate, it might be necessary to install one
microphone for every two members.

Installation costs are not available. They would be lower if
wiring for sound were done at the same time as wiring for electric
roll call. Microphones, based on their quality, range in price from
$6O to $230 each.

In the smaller Senate chambers strategic placement of two

Cost of Legislative Sound-Recording
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microphones might be sufficient to cover all floor proceedings. The
recording would be intelligible, although not as clear as when
broadcast.

Costs in addition to wiring, equipment purchase, and other in-
stallation costs, which should be considered, include mixing equip-
ment if there is multiple in-put into the tape-recorder plus play-
back equipment.

A qualified sound engineer would be needed whenever the Legis-
lature was in session to insure proper set-up and operation. Such .

technicians command as much as $5 an hour. Assistance could be �

provided by pages and members of the sergeant-at-arms office.
If tape-recording were to be made of proceedings of each legis-

lative committee, a less expensive, home-type recorder could be
used. These range in price from $2OO to $3OO.

Based on 1960 legislative experience, a maximum of thirteen
committees may be in session at one time. In order to provide
complete coverage for that many committees, and as insurance
against any breakdown, 15 recorders would be necessary. Opera-
tion of this type of recorder is relatively simple. It could be done
quite easily by personnel of the sergeant-at-arms office in attend-
ance with each committee.

Cost data on sound-recording installations is very sparse. In
1959, the two houses and the committees of the Connecticut Legis-
lature had 15 disc recorders and 6 tape recorders available. Rentals
of this equipment for the five-month legislative session amounted
to $3,150 which paid $l5O for each tape recorder and $9O for each
disc recorder. Salaries of 25 to 30 typists for each house for this
purpose would amount to $35,000 and more per year.

Radio and television are among the newer electronic devices
being used to improve state legislative processes. Formerly their �

installation in legislative assemblies caused considerable contro-
versy, but this seems to be much less the case in recent years.
While radio and television have not yet reached their full potential
as practical techniques they do provide the public with accurate,

CHAPTER V. LEGISLATIVE BROADCASTING AND
TELECASTING
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informative and timely accounts of the background and content of
legislative policy decisions.

Broadcasting the proceedings of public deliberative bodies goes
back a quarter-century, to the 1936 experiments with the New
Zealand Parliament over a government-owned radio station. In
this country Florida is reported to have been the first state legis-
lature to go on the air with radio broadcasts of the State Senate
during the late thirties.

In more recent years, radio and televised sessions of the national
political conventions have drawn nationwide and international
audiences as have those of the United Nations. United Nations’
radio broadcasts, in fact, date back to 1946 when they were car-
ried first by commercial stations and later by the New York City
municipally-owned radio station. Televised sessions of certain Con-
gressional committee hearings also have drawn large audiences
although provoking considerable controversy. Most recent of all
have been the tremendous numbers of persons who listened to the
recent debates on television which undoubtedly played an important
role in the election of the new President of the United States.

State Legislative Broadcasting
Broadcasting and telecasting of special legislative events have

become increasingly common in a growing number of states. These
events include opening ceremonies, governors’ messages, legisla-
tive investigations, and appearances of distinguished guests. In
addition, radio and television stations have been interviewing legis-
lators for special programs and news programs.

Radio and television coverage of legislative committee activities
is more limited than broadcasting of legislative proceedings. But
such coverage of committee work is also growing in popularity.
For example, the 1960 televised hearings of the California legisla-
tive committee on capital punishment were outstanding because
of the state-wide and national interest in the Chessman case. In
Massachusetts the 1960 radio broadcasts of major portions of the
Special Senate Committee hearings on the Metropolitan District
Commission also drew large local listening audiences.

Past Experiments
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Radio broadcasting of legislative sessions was occurring in 21
states, including Massachusetts, in 1959, according to a 1959 sur-
vey by the Council of State Governments. Unfortunately this
survey did not reveal the degree of broadcasting regularity. The
amount of such broadcasting at this time is not known.

In four additional states covered by the above 1959 survey, radio
broadcasting only occurred on special occasions. Eight states re-
ported experience with radio broadcasts of legislative committee
hearings.

According to this same survey there had been telecasts of legis-
lative sessions in 21 states, including the one state of Alabama
where film clips were shown on daily newscasts. In seven addi-
tional states, including Massachusetts, there had been telecasts
only of special legislative events, mainly opening ceremonies and
messages of the governor. Eight states reported experience with
telecasts of legislative committee hearings. Alabama was in this
group, although here, too, film clips were used for showing on daily
newscasts.

The results of the 1959 survey are summarized in Appendix E.
A special survey which was made as part of this study showed

a further expansion of experience in legislative broadcasting and
telecasting. Eight states which were not included in the earlier
1959 list of the Council of State Governments (Georgia, Indiana,
Missouri, Nebraska, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia and Wash-
ington) reported both radio and television activities. These activi-
ties showed mainly opening ceremonies and special legislative
events and were of both a “live” and “taped” variety. Replies to
this special Bureau study were quite extensive, and included 43 of
the 50 states.

Despite this seemingly extensive record of legislative broadcast-
ing and telecasting, regular legislative broadcasting is well estab-
lished in only a few states. Whether regular legislative broadcast-
ing is good public policy is still highly controversial among state
legislators of the country.

In 1951, California forbade broadcasting or telecasting of the
proceedings of the interim crime investigating commission. In
19d2, the Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives imposed a
ban on coverage by television, newsreel cameras and tape record-
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ings of House committee hearings. In 1957, the Illinois House of
Representatives voted to prohibit broadcasting of further floor
sessions except on special occasions.

In Kansas the legislative leadership “informally decided” against
radio broadcasting or telecasting of legislative proceedings, accord-
ing to the answer from the Director of the Kansas Legislative
Council to the Bureau’s questionnaire. Louisiana answered that
there was no legislative rule which banned broadcasting, but added
“nor is it authorized.” In Florida, on the other hand, House Rule
80 specifically authorizes television coverage of the House of Rep-
resentatives provided that there is no interference with normal op-
erations of the House.

In Massachusetts a 1951 petition authorizing and directing the
two Committees on Rules to have radio broadcasting and televis-
ing of committee hearings and legislative sessions was referred for
study to the Commission to Study the Structure of State Govern-
ment. The Commission did not render a report on this subject.

Regular Broadcasting Coverage

Regular radio or television coverage of legislative proceedings
is in operation only in the three states of Alabama, Georgia and
Oklahoma.

A digest of the Alabama experience was furnished by the Man-
aging Director of Station WSFA-TV, Montgomery. He points out
that his station has been doing film coverage of the Alabama State
Legislature since 1955. In 1959 the station was connected with
the sound systems on the floor of both the Alabama House and
Senate.

Sessions are all covered on film, except those devoted to open-
ing proceedings of the Legislature when the Governor addresses
the Joint Houses. These films are edited for interest and impor-
tance by the News Director. The Legislature has not adjusted its
order of business to accommodate television coverage. According
to the Managing Director: “We attempt to make ourselves as in-
conspicuous, as unobtrusive, and as cooperative as possible....
The reaction on the part of the legislators and the general public
has been excellent.” He noted that there was no problem in film
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The first correspondent wrote that his station carries a privately-
sponsored daily program during the legislative session called
“Today in the Legislature.” Station newsmen record portions of
legislative debates, plus speeches and interviews, on portable tape
recorders. These are digested into material for a 15-minute nightly f
program. According to the Program Manager: “Reaction to our
coverage among legislators and the general public has been good.
The coverage we give gets attention and the legislators generally
welcome the opportunity to speak on our daily programs.” 2

The second Georgia correspondent wrote as follows:
“For a number of years we have had ‘live’ coverage of special events

such as inaugurations, major addresses to the Legislature by the Governor,
etc. Coverage other than this is on film, for newscast use.

“During legislative sessions, television newsmen have access to the floor
of the chambers the same as newspaper reporters. Our coverage is on
film, both sound and silent, made during the proceedings, debates, votes,
etc. There is no adjustment of legislative business to accommodate filming.

“Newsmen film that which is judged of greatest interest, and the film is
edited in normal fashion for presentation in newscasts.

“Our experience has been that both the legislators and the public feel
that such television coverage adds to general interest in and understanding
of measures before the General Assembly. It enables thousands over the
State who never get inside the Capitol building to know more about the
operation of their legislature.” 3
Oklahoma was the pioneer of legislative telecasting. WKY-TV,

Oklahoma City, has been covering the Oklahoma Legislature both
live and on film since 1952. Television coverage has not required
adjustment of legislative procedure. The Television News Direc-
tor of this station writes:

Most of the coverage is on film, and carried as part of the normal news
coverage on our regularly scheduled news programming. We traditionally
cover, live, the opening of each session, and feed the telecast to all other
stations in the state. Additionally, we often move live cameras into the

editing which is based on the judgment of the News Director as to
the most interesting and important matters to be shown. 1

Georgia’s experience was described by the Program Manager of
Station WSBO-Radio, Atlanta, and the Director of News and Pub-
lic Affairs, Station WAGA-TV, Atlanta.

1 Letter of December 23, 1960 from Carter Hardwick.
2 Letter of December 28, 1960 from Elmo Ellis.
3 Letter of January 4, 1961 from Dale Clark.
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chambers during debates of great public interest. The most recent case was
the debate over whether the issue of prohibition should be submitted to
Oklahoma for a vote. It was, and prohibition was repealed.

“The reaction to our coverage has been excellent. We have never had
anyone express the opinion such coverage should not be allowed. Of course,
it has been a part of the scene so long now that it is accepted as completely
as any other form of coverage.”

One interesting comment from the Oklahoma correspondent was
that on one or two occasions, a legislator would “play to the cam-
eras.” This has not become a problem, he notes, because his col-
leagues “squelched” him rather quickly.1

This survey by the Research Bureau also revealed a recent ex-
perience with legislative broadcasting in Illinois which was con-
trary to the successful experience in the states previously de-
scribed. Radio Station WTAX in Springfield, Illinois, began, late
in the 1953 legislative session, to tape-record and broadcast an
edited version of debates in the House of Representatives. The
station would tape-record Wednesday morning deliberations and
broadcast the edited versions that evening.

These broadcasts were banned by a vote of the House of Repre-
sentatives on May 1, 1957. Main arguments for ending the ex-
periment were that broadcasting encouraged some legislators to
make unnecessary speeches thereby needlessly prolonging House
sessions. A letter from the Director of Research of the Illinois
Legislative Council comments further that he was informed by the
general manager of the radio station involved that although the
station would like to record and broadcast newsworthy debates,
the experiment had put the station to considerable expense and
trouble. The radio station did not press the issue of discon-
tinuance.2

The present survey did not uncover any state law or rule, other
than in Illinois, which specifically prohibited broadcasts or tele-
casts. But only in the case of Florida did a legislative rule posi-
tively authorize television coverage of legislative proceedings.

Present rules of the Massachusetts Legislature indicate that use

1 Letter of December 27, 1960 from Dick John.
2 Letter of October 17, 1960 from William L. Day, Director of Research,
Illinois Legislative Council.
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of the Senate and House floors for radio and television would re-
quire permission of the Senate President and House Speaker.

When a legislative chamber has been wired to connect the micro-
phones at the desks of legislators with a loudspeaker system, it is
a relatively simple matter to cut into the system and pick up the
debates for broadcasting purposes. As noted, this has been done
in Alabama.
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ROLL CALL SYSTEM PROPOSED FOR MASSACHUSETTS
By International Roll Call Corporation

December 9, 1960.

Mr. Joseph S. Slavet, Executive Secretary
Boston Municipal Research Bureau
294 Washington Street
Boston 8, Mass.

Dear Mr. Slavet:

We offer the Thompson-International Electrical Roll Call System to the
Massachusetts House of Representatives on rental, under our standard Rental
& Maintenance Contract, for $60,000. the first year, and $12,000. per annum
thereafter. This is based on 240 Members.

We offer the same equipment to your Senate under similar contract for
$50,000. the first year, and $5,000. per annum thereafter. This is based on 40
Members, and takes into consideration the very difficult installation work re-
quired in the Senate.

Our Rental & Maintenance Contracts no longer will contain options to pur-
chase. The extremely limited field for these machines, together with today’s
tax structure, makes such options impractical. The already small and nearly
saturated field would be further exhausted, and what should be profit would
go for taxes. In the end the States might have white elephants on their
hands. The standard Rental & Maintenance Contract seems to be the best
solution for all.

We are licensed contractors of the Altec-Lansing Corporation, and are in
position to install the finest sound equipment available. If ordered along
with the roll call systems we can install Altec-International Sound Systems
for the prices indicated below:

Under Rental & Maintenance Contract:
House, Ist year $lO,OOO. Annually $6,000.
Senate, 5,000. 3,000.

Altec-International Sound includes hand microphones at every other desk,
Selective Keyboard, Theatre type speakers, special sound level circuits, and
built in spare equipment to eliminate interruption, etc., with all cables run
through our roll call conduits for protection.

If the State wished to install the House Roll Call only at this time, we
would be willing to draw in the House sound cables during roll call installa-
tion, at our expense, for future use of House sound.

Sincerely,

INTERNATIONAL ROLL CALL CORPORATION
(Signed) Marshall F. Thompson

APPENDIX A
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STATE APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRIC ROLL CALL SYSTEMS

Installed Installed
In both Houses:

Installed
In House only:In House only:

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Florida

1. IndianaMichigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
New Jersey
Ohio

2. Louisiana
3. Minnesota
4. North Dakota
5. Tennessee

Georgia
Illinois
lowa

6. Virginia
Pennsylvania
Texas

Kansas Washington Unicameral
Legislature:Kentucky

Maryland
West Virginia
Wisconsin Nebraska

STATE METHODS OF DUPLICATING LEGISLATIVE BILLS

5 States (Miss.; Mont.l ; W. Va.; R. I. when so
ordered in either House; and Tenn.
which subscribes to private service for
reproduction of bills)

4 States (Alaska; Del.; Hawaii; and Texas which
duplicates only bills so approved by
committees).

By Offset Process 3 States (Conn.; Ga.; and Wash.).
By Typewriter 1 State (Ala.).

By Typesetting 37 States (Ariz.; Ark.; Cal.; Colo.; Fla.; 111.;
Ind.; la.; Kan.; Ky.; La.; Me.; Md.;
MASS.; Mich.; Minn.; Mo.; Mont.; Neb,;
Nev.; N. H.; N. J.; N. Mex.; N. Y.;
N. Car.; N. Dak.; Ohio; Oreg.; Pa.;
S. Car.; S. Dak.; Utah; Vt; Va.; Wis.;
Wyo.; and Okla., which only prints
after committee approval).

Total 50 States

Source: The Council of State Governments, American Legislatures: Struc-
tures and Procedures (Oct. 1959), Table 11.

1 Montana uses both mimeographing and printing for duplication of bills but
is only counted above in.the mimeograph category so as to avoid duplication.

Mimeograph

Multilith

APPENDIX B

APPENDIX C
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TYPES OF LEGISLATIVE RECORDINGI

Verbatim Record of Record of Comm. Hearings
Leg. Proceedings By: and Proceedings By:

State Sound Steno Sound Steno

Alaska x 2
California x 2 x 2
Connecticut . . . . x x
Hawaii x 2 x 2 x 2
Maine x x
Michigan x 2 x 2
Minnesota x 2 x 2
Mississippi x 2 x 2 x 2
Nebraska x 3 x
Nevada x 2 x 2
New Hampshire

... x 2
New Jersey .... x
Oregon x x
Pennsylvania . . . . x x x
Tennessee x
Utah x 4
West Virginia . . . x 5 x
1 Table excludes those states in which stenographic record is only legislative

recording method.
2 Only in part or on request.
3 Rule calling for verbatim copy of floor debate on bills was passed in last
regular session.

4 Recordings are preserved by the Utah State Historical Society; they are only
open to the House of Representatives immediately, and to the public after 10
years.

5Only relates to the House of Representatives; a stenographic record is kept
of Senate proceedings.

APPENDIX D
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BROADCASTING AND TELECASTING OF LEGISLATIVE PROCEEDINGS

Committee HearingsLegislative Sessions
State Broadcast TelecastBroadcast Telecast

xiAlabama xi
Alaska x2
Arkansas x x x

x
X

XCalifornia x 2 x2
Colorado x x
Connecticut .... x
Florida x x
Hawaii x 2 x2
Illinois x
lowa x x
Kentucky x x

xMaine x x X

Maryland x2
MASSACHUSETTS . x x2
Michigan x x

xMinnesota x
Mississippi x x
Montana x
Nevada x x
New Jersey x
NewYork x x
North Carolina . . . x x
North Dakota .... x x xx

xOklahoma x
Oregon x x
Pennsylvania .... x2
South Carolina . . . x x
Tennessee x x

Texas x x
Utah x x
West Virginia .... x 2 x
Wisconsin x x2 x X

Wyoming x x2
�Source: The Council of State Governments, American Legislatures: Structures

and Procedures (Oct. 1959), Table 11.

1 Film clips are shown on daily newscast.
2 Relates to inaugural, opening session, governor’s message, etc

�
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